
THREE HOMERIC PASSAGES
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Las dificultades que parecen contener tres pasajes de Homero (II. 5.709, 15.
741 y 16. 68) pueden explicarse a la luz de un uso metafórico del verbo KXtvco.

The difficulties which three Homeric passages (II. 5. 709, 15. 741, 16. 68)
seem to offer can be explained in the light of a metaphorical meaning of the
verb KXtimi.

In a very learned article P. Janni I has shown that «ji perfetto passivo di
¡Atm», followed by the dative, means «trovarsi, essere situato» (pp. 12 and 17)
and is as such most suitably used of geographical subjects, such as e. g. islands.
The clearest example is Od. 4. 607 ff. (ab yáp Tis vflawv ITurtiXa-rog oihS'
Xel.p.wv / d e'	 KeKMaTai, «islands, which are located in the sea»), which is
n2 13 in Jarini's list of the passages examined by him.

G. Giangrande 2 has demonstrated that Janni's explanation of S. Tr. 103 8tcr-
cratcriv ánetpois KX03€15, where the subject is Heracles and not a geographical
item, is correct, insofar as Heracles is envisaged by the poet, metaphorically, as
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part of the landscape: the metaphor, that is underlines Heracles' reluctance to
abandon the place where he is.

In the light of Janni's and Giangrande's demonstrations we can perhaps throw
light upon three passages which Janni was not able to elucidate entirely. The first
is 11. 5. 708 ff. (n2 3 in Janni's list):

Bs. O' v "Daj valeaKE uéya ITX01)T010 11E1171)Vak,

XILVU KEKX141é1,09 KI14)10-181. mitra 81	 eíXXoi
vatov Boutri-ot, uá.Xa trlova 811.1.0V ZXOVTEg.

Janni (p. 15) confesses himself unable to account for this passage within the
framework of his comprehensive study of the terminology under discussion. In re-
ality, the passage is capable of a full explanation: we are faced here with the same
metaphorical usage indicated by Giangrande in the case of Heracles at Tr. 103.
The lake Cephissis, as lake Copais was called in more ancient times 3 , was prover-
bially rich in fish, cane, etc. The marsches of the Copais were frequently covered
with water fowl, and large quantities of fish were caught in the lake 4 . There is no
need to think that Oresbios occupied one of the «lake-habitations» such as Hero-
dotus mentions, i. e. a home resting upon poles in the lake, as Paley thinks in his
commentary ad loc. The sense is that Oresbios was so TrXoírrolo ucurPág, so in-
terested in exploiting the riches of the lake by fishing, that he was, metaphorically,
«located in the lake» (M'in KEKXtuévos. ) as though he were one of the geogra-
phical fixtures, one of the islands in the marsh. The metaphor is accompanied by
the explanatory words uéya trXo6Tolo ItEutiX(195.

The second passage is 11. 15.740 (n2 7 in Janni's list):

ciXX v yetp TOcov itE81(4.) Tr6Ka Ocoorpercluiv,
TT61,11.13 KEKX111ÉVOL Édtg fi lmect Turrosos

Whereas at Od. 4.607 (...vilacov...al O 'ó.Xi. KEKX(aTat) the sense is clear, in
the light of Janni's explanation («islands which are located in the sea»), how can
the phrase Tróirrlp KEKX11évo1 be used of the Greeks? The Greeks are not islands.
Syntactically there is no problem: the perfect K€K4tévot denotes here, emphati-
cally, a state which has not been reached yet and which the speaker is envisaging,
for effect, as already reached 6 • The Greeks are running the risk of being pushed
into the sea, and therefore Ajax, in order to exhort them to fight and push back the
enemy, says «we are already in the sea» (Tróv-rc t.) KEKX41évo1). From the semantic
point of view there is no problem either, because we are faced, once again, with
the metaphorical use whereby humans are envisaged as part of the landscape:

3 Cf. W. Smith, Diction. of Gr. & Rom. Geogr., s. v. Boeotia, 411.
4 Cf. Smith, op. cit. 414.
5 For this procedure cf. Stanford, Greek Metaphor 124 f.
6 Cf. Kühner-Gerth I, 150.
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Ajax is at pains to emphasise, as Paley in his commentary on lime 727 underlines,
that unless the Greeks fight back and prevent the destruction of their ships they
will consequently be permanently, for ever, «stuck in the sea» (tróvi-co KocXip.é-
voi) like metaphorical islands or rocks, unable to return to their homeland. In sum:
unless the Greeks prevent the Trojans from reaching the ships, the Greeks will be
pushed into the sea by the Trojans, who will destroy the ships lying on the shore,
whilst the Greeks, pushed into the sea and deprived of their sole means of return,
will be permanently «stuck in the sea» as though they were part of the sea-
landscape, unable to leave the sea and return to their homeland, just as Heracles,
in Sophocles' lines, explained by Giangrande, is envisaged as part of the land-
scape because of his reluctance to leave that landscape and return to his homeland.
Once again, the metaphor is accompanied by explanatory words, as we have seen
to be the case with the words tiéya ii-Xoírrolo p.cturiX65s- which accompany the
metaphor Xttiv-r3 KEKX4tévos. The explanatory words are in this case ¿Kets . Tra-
Tpi80g yctírig.

Exactly the same type of metaphor occurs at II. 16.68 (n° 8 in Jrnni' s list):
di 81 hypivi OaXetourig

KEKX1curcti, xjipris . óXiy-riv TI p.dipa.v ZXO1'TE9
'Apyáoi.

Here the Argives are envisaged as being «stuck in the shore» as if they were
part of the landscape because the speaker is at pains to underline that they «cannot
move from it», as Paley aptly says ad loc. Once again the metaphorical usage
(Prry[fivi OaXetcYcrrig KEKX[arat = «they were stuck in the shore, as they were a
pan of the landscape») is followed by a few explanatory words, in this case Cr
Xiyriv TL [tói.pca, gxovi-eg.

Conclusion: The three passages which Janni 7 cannot fully account for, in the
light of his explanation of the construction KEKXtp.évog, daip.ai+dative = «be
situated in...» (i. e. II. 5.709, 15.740 and 16.68) are capable of an explanation, in
the light of Giangrande's clarification to the effect that the construction in ques-
tion could be applied, metaphorically, to humans who were envisaged as part of
the landscape, because they were, as the respective contexts emphasize, unable, or
unwilling, to leave8.

7 Art. cit. 15.
8 Natvrátt) / mito, which means «habito» (Thes. s. v. vate-ráto 1347 D), applicable to people,

has been used by both Homer and Sophocles of geographical subjects: e. g. //. 2.648 rraets. (bine-
-rackras, 2.626 véicrwv d vatovot népav etX65. , S. Aj. 597 t7) KX.eivá EaXatiís, oipév 1TOU

VaLEIS atTTXClyKTOS' E6841WV.
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